WE KEEP AN EYE ON
YOUR VENDS, SO YOU
DON’T HAVE TO.

NOW SUCCESSFUL VENDS
ARE AUTOMATIC, THANKS
TO APi’S GOLDEN EYE.
®

Our flexible system allows you to choose
the operating mode that’s best for you.
Here’s how Golden Eye works:
1. When a customer makes a selection, the spiral rotates one full revolution.
2.

Golden Eye features an infrared transmissive sensor that detects
if the product has dropped into the delivery bin.

“Home” Mode

The falling package breaks the beam of
the Golden Eye infrared transmissive
sensor, confirming a successful vend.

O

ur Golden Eye guaranteed delivery system watches
your vends to maximize your profits by ensuring
vend success every time. No more credit vouchers or
dissatisfied customers. Just smooth operations all the
time, under any ambient lighting conditions.

3. If the product fails to vend
3. If the product fails to vend,
the spiral runs a partial
on the first try, the spiral will
revolution stopping when the
automatically make up to two
product is detected. This method
additional revolutions in an attempt
leaves the spiral in the
to vend the selection. As soon as
position where it stops.
the selection drops, the vend is
complete and the spiral returns
to the “home” position.
4.

If, however, the selection still fails to vend after three attempts,
the customer can make a new selection or receive a refund.

5. Golden Eye always returns the
spiral to the “home” position for
optimal product display.

See It.

The Golden Eye infrared transmissive sensor keeps track of
what’s going down, regardless of the ambient lighting conditions
in your customers’ locations.

“Drop” Mode

5. Golden Eye keeps the spiral in
its stopping position, minimizing
unpaid product loss.

Select It.

Get It.

The Golden Eye guaranteed delivery system is a no-charge
factory installed option for new merchandiser orders on
APi Models 121, 122 and 123 Snackshops. It’s also available
as a chargeable option on the 320 Á LA CARTE® and
Studio® Series. In addition, you can retrofit Golden Eye
for installation in the field on existing 120 Series Snackshops,
Studio Series merchandisers, and the 320 Á LA CARTE.

To have Golden Eye keep an eye out for you, call your local APi distributor or contact us at 1-800-523-8363
or 651-224-4391. At APi, we’ve always kept a watchful eye on quality. Now we never even blink.
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